Hi, my name is Miguel Ortega, and I live in Chicago, Illinois. I joined Accenture in April of 2021 as a technology consultant, and I specialize in eP2P procurement software implementation, specifically Coupa.

So at Accenture, what I really enjoy is that there are there's a wealth of opportunities internally, but also sponsored opportunities that they make available for their employees.

Prior to joining Accenture, I specialized in procurement implementations. Coupa was the tool that I specialized in.

What makes Coupa a good choice is that in the design of the tool, we always have the human in mind. And what that means is that in all of the different modules of the tool, we make sure that we make it easy for the user to put a purchase in, make it easy to process it, have those be approved, and then be sent to the supplier so that there's value created throughout the process.

Accenture really touches all industries, it touches a lot of different areas from artificial intelligence to analytics to what I do, which is technology implementation. And so across the board, there are many opportunities for you to continue to grow your career, your knowledge, but also give your unique perspective to different areas of the company.

And so it's really always about the fact that we are a business of people. We are people helping people. And coming back to that central message I think is what gives me the motivation and drive to deliver the best solutions for my clients.